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Contents: I. Introduction n. Domestic Cats IE. Domestic Dogs
IV. Monkeys V. Anthropoids vI. Infants (this number)













































































































































































































































なかむつかしい. 「順番を待つ」の通過率は, 3才で50^, 4才で64^, 6才になってやっと
90%に達する(13, P. -9).
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Summary
1. Escape attitude from the attack of an enemy.
Infants run away after stealing candies in a store or fruits in a neighbor's
garden. In case of infants, these actions are not seen so often as in case of
school children. It is partly because their ability of movement has not fully
grown yet.
2. Submissive attitude to the strong.
Kindergarten children usually struggle for playthings, seldom for food. But in
time of lunch or water-drinking, the stronger are apt to break into a line.
When they play with their neighboring children after coming back from kinde-
rgarten, a boss of the children in the neighborhood threatens others into giving
him candies or demands to offer a tribute.
3. Fear of punishment or reproach from the boss.
As mother animals stop little ones to eat harmful things or wander far away,
so do human beings. In addition to these training, however, human parents
make great efforts not only to keep their youngsters from dangerous tools or
equipments, but also to teach them how how to use tableware and table
manners. In human beings, the ways of training by parents and the steps of
the development of children vary very widely.
A indicate behavior which is rare in monkeys and apes, is frequently observed
in one-year-olds. It is surprising that they should succeed in informing an adult
in abundance what they want and what they wish to be done through the conbi-
nations of prehnguistic communication methods such as sound, babbling, facial
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expressions and gestures. Eighteen-month-old infants can distinguish their own
thing from others'things. Being well aware of others'things, they pick some
food from a dish or run away with a bowl of boiled rice. Infants stop what
they are going to do by scolding or glaring, but when they begin to do what is
inhibited again, they try to read the adult's face.
In an infant home, two-year-old infants were tested for food. Their reactions
to an inhibited cake were as follows: some reached out and put back their hand;
some lingered beside the cake; a certain naughty one studied the teacher's face,
cast a furtive glance at her, took it at last and ate it, turning his back upon
her.
4. The attitude of being dejected when scolded.
It is not so useful in infants'obedience to scold them even aged from 14
months to 16 months, but they obey when praised. Two-year-olds get sulky at
scolding and smile when praised. Besides they can endure and wait when they
are instructed how to behave. Three-year-old ones can instruct themselves by
saying to themselves what they have been instructed. When they break this
self-instruction, they show a feeling of shame and guilt.
After the example of a teacher or a mother, even infants aged before two
years say "No" to the younger who disobey a rule. When infants have some
thing taken by another, two-year-olds inform the fact of their mother; three-
year-olds, of their teacher; four-year-old ones warn the outrageous child himself.
In a group of four-year-old children, a naughty one was reproached by all the
others; in case of five-year-old ones, a group attack on a lawless child was
observed.
Conscience development of children is of very wide range such as from decei-
ving to confessing. A questionaire about experiences of eating by stealth (ca-
ndies and fruits of other houses, cakes served to a guest of one's own house
etc.) was given to 266 freshmen. They answered as follows: 84^ of them had
some experiences; 35^ of them experienced it in their infancy; 68% of them, in
their primary school days; they had a guilty conscience in their infancy but as
they grew up to be high school students, they came to do so half in fun.
(昭和47年9月30日受理)
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写真5.利雄ガードに置かれた菓子をとって写真6.テーブルの上のお菓子をとる.
食べる.
写真7.とって向う-いき背をむけて食べる.写真8.サキ(中)がとろうとするのを八千
代(右)が「だめ」と叱る.
